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Chrome Headlight Assemblies
Chrome duplicates of the Original Equipment 12-volt headlights.
12499 For Sportster, FX and FXR models 75-89 (repl. OEM 67705-74)

Replacement Parts
12501 Chrome rim set (repl. OEMs 67725-63, 67744-75) sold in pairs
12502 Rubber seal only (repl. OEM 67719-63)

Custom Chrome 7" 
Headlight Assemblies
Faithful stock reproductions 
fitted with 12-volt quartz 
halogen or standard sealed 
beams. Includes a chrome 
mounting bracket. Easily 
adapted to many universal 
applications or late model 
triple trees for a distinctive 
classic look.
26477 Complete assembly 

with quartz halogen 
12-volt sealed beam

26473 Complete assem-
bly with standard 
12-volt sealed beam

7" Headlight Components
The precision of our 7" headlight reproduction allows use of compo-
nent parts for restoration.
26466 7" headlight housing
26463 7" headlight inner ring
26464 7" headlight outer ring
26491 Headlight bracket, Fits 4-speed FL models from 49-84 (repl. 

OEM 67810-48)
93146 Retaining clip for rubber seal (pack of four)
26420 7” Halogen sealed beam (12-volt)
15090 7" 12-volt sealed beam

Chrome Headlight Housing for European 
Countries
Permits the use of Custom Chrome headlight assemblies with ECE 
approved inserts in European countries. Each shell comes with mount-
ing bracket, outer and inner ring, and bulb socket. Sold each without 
inserts.
85004 7" headlight housing ONLY

Headlight Inserts with E-Mark for European Countries
ECE-approved inserts for all headlights and spotlamps for use in 
European countries. Available for right hand traffic also. Units do not 
include the bulb. Sold each.
85795 12V, H4 unit (SAE/DOT) with parking light, without ECE

Doss Custom 7" Headlights
Innovative design by Rick Doss has interesting raised rib detail on the 
sides of the housing to match up with those on the Original Equipment 
fork tins. Includes mounting block and hardware for a bolt-on fit to FL 
Softail models from late 86-04. Also available in a smooth version to 
replace the stock unit.
30120 Ribbed 7" headlight
30121 Smooth 7" headlight

Headlight for Big Twins
Chrome teardrop headlight features a smooth contoured retaining ring 
and a unique domed shape that enhances the front fork area. Available 
with standard or high output halogen sealed beams. Choose from a 
stock replacement for FXSTS models from 93-13 or custom version with 
Bates style tabs for use on FXWG, FXDWG and Softail models from 
80-Up.

5 3/4" for FX Springer Softail Models from 93-14
330130 Chrome shell assembly (complete less bulb)
330133 Headlight assembly with halogen sealed beam

5 3/4" for FXDWG, FXST and FXWG Models from 80-04 and FX 
Springer Softail Models from 88-14
330134 Headlight assembly with standard sealed beam
330135 Headlight assembly with halogen sealed beam
330131 Chrome shell assembly (complete less bulb)


